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S E S S I O N  4 

Human Formation 
A father gives life.!

The heart of the father gives superabundant life.!

This is true even at the natural level.  !

The Four Types of Formation 

Human Formation!
Natural formation of the 
material nature of man.!

Intellectual Formation!
Formation of the human 

intellect to embrace truth.!

Pastoral Formation!
Formation in mercy to live 

together harmoniously.!

Moral Formation!
Spiritual formation of the will to 

embrace the good.!

Formation!
of the!

Human Person!

The fecundity of conjugal love cannot be reduced 
solely to the procreation of children, but must 
extend to their moral education and their spiritual 
formation … The home is well suited for the 
education in virtues … Parents should teach their 
children to subordinate the ‘material and instinctual 
dimensions to interior and spiritual ones.’  Parents 
have a grave responsibility to give good example to 
their children.!

! ! ! ! ! !Catechism #2221-2223!

Human Formation 
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The need to actually interact with another person 
is absolutely essential.  It is true when we are 

children.  It is true when we reach maturity.!

•  “Early touch experiences determine the extent of 
possible tactile sensitivity.”!

•  “Familiarity with their mother’s scent seems to provide 
a lot of comfort to young babies … [who] have been 
observed to slow their often-disorganized body 
movements in the presence of their mother’s scent.”!

•  “Variation in breast milk flavors may play an important 
role in taste development itself.”!

•  A baby’s “vision is also optimized for seeing and 
learning what her family members look like … 
newborns have an innate preference for faces.”!

•  “By birth, babies … have even become somewhat 
discriminating about what they like to hear.  Mother’s 
voice tops the chart.”!

The Experience of the Human Person 

Source: Eliot, L., “What’s Going On In 
There?  How the Brain and Mind 
Develop in the First Five Years of 
Life,” Bantam Books, New York, 1999. 
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Source: National Vital Statistics Reports, Vol. 59, No. 9, 
United States Life Tables, 2007. 
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To live harmonious lives together, we must live a 
life of virtue.  This was also true of Adam.  Let’s 
return to the formation of Adam in the Garden of 

Eden.!
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•  “The Lord God planted a garden in Eden, in the 
east; and there he put the man whom he had 
formed.  And out of the ground the Lord God made 
to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight and 
good for food” (Genesis 2:7-9).!

•  “Temperance is the moral virtue that moderates the 
attraction of pleasures and provides balance in the 
use of created goods … We ought ‘to live sober, 
upright and godly lives in this world’” (Catechism 
#1809).!

Temperance and Sensual Pleasure 
•  “The Lord God took the man and put him in the 

garden of Eden to till it and keep it … Then the 
Lord God said, ‘It is not good that the man should 
be alone; I will make a helper fit for him’” (Genesis 
2:15-18).!

•  “Prudence is the virtue that disposes practical 
reason to discern our true good in every 
circumstance and to choose the right means of 
achieving it … Prudence is ‘right reason in 
action’” (Catechism #1806).!

Prudence and the Goods of the World 

•  “The Lord God formed every beast of the field and every 
bird of the air, and brought them to the man to see what 
he would call them; and whatever the man called every 
living creature, that was its name … but for the man there 
was not found a helper fit for him” (Genesis 2:19-20).!

•  “Justice is the moral virtue that consists in the constant 
and firm will to give their due to God and neighbor … 
Justice toward men disposes one to respect the rights of 
each and to establish in human relationships the harmony 
that promotes equity with regard to persons and to the 
common good” (Catechism #1807).!

Justice for God and Neighbor 
•  Test of 32 children aged 3.5 – 5.67 years.!
•  Given a marshmallow and told they could eat it now or 

wait 15 minutes and get a second marshmallow when 
the experimenter returned.!

•  Comparing children who waited vs. those who did not:!
•  Higher high school grades.!
•  Better SAT scores.!
•  Better social adaptation as teenagers.!
•  More dependable in their interactions with adults.!

•  Marshmallow test was a better predictor of high school 
success than age 4 IQ scores.!

The Importance of Virtue 
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Virtue is indispensible for the success of a child.!

Where do they get this virtue?!

From the heart of a father – both a human father 
and a divine Father!!

The School of  Virtue 
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Source: Vuolo, M., et al., “Parent and Child Cigarette Use: A 
Longitudinal, Multigenerational Study,” Pediatrics, August 5, 2013. 

•  “He’s a chip off the old block!”!
•  Active teaching and training by 

father of children in lessons of life.!
•  Mirror neuron system: Children will 

do what you do and not what you 
say!!

•  Epigenetic: modifications that 
change the way genes are turned 
on or off without changing gene.!

•  Children whose parents smoke are 
three times more likely to smoke 
than children whose parents do not 
smoke.!
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Father Attendance at Church 

Church Attendance for Offspring 
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28.5 

40.7 

52.6 2.35 Times!

To Communicate with God 
•  It is “natural” for the human person 

to communicate with God.!
•  Prayer activates blood flow through 

the caudate nucleus region of the 
brain, which is part of the reward 
system in the brain.!

•  We are driven to communicate with 
God.!

•  Approximately 40% of adults in the 
United States have had a religious 
experience so profound that it has 
changed their life.! Source: Newberg, A., et al., “How God Changes Your Brain,” 

Ballantine Books, New York, 2010. 
General Social Survey, 1972-2014. 
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Transformation by God 
•  Decreased activity in the amygdala 

and limbic system, which leads to a 
decrease in fear and anxiety.!

•  Increased activity in the parietal 
lobe, which leads to an increased 
sense of self relative to the world.!

•  Increased activity in the anterior 
cingulate, which leads to greater 
empathy and compassion.!

•  Prayer actually changes the 
structures in your brain.!

•  The changes persist even after 
prayer is completed. !

Source: Newberg, A., et al., “How God Changes Your Brain,” 
Ballantine Books, New York, 2010. 

The Foundation for a Plan of  Life 
•  When do you wake up and go to sleep – 

allowing for at least 7 hours per night?!
•  When do you eat three balanced meals?!
•  When do you have time for interaction 

with other people?!
•  When do you have time for prayer with 

God?!
•  When do you work?!
•  When do you have recreation, including 

physical activity?!

The impact of a father on a son is profound.  The 
impact of a spiritual father on a spiritual son is 
equally profound.  The story of St. John Paul II 

and Lino Zani.!

A Spiritual Father 
•  Zani family run a ski lodge at Adamello, Italy.!
•  Lino is a playboy ski instructor.!
•  Pope John Paul II makes a secret visit on 

July 16, 1984 to go skiing.!
•  Lino becomes Pope John Paul II’s continual 

ski instructor, hiking guide and friend.!
•  He becomes the “apostle to the mountain 

tops” receiving a blessed cross from the 
Pope before he climbs the tallest mountains.!

•  He brings with him a different girlfriend on 
each visit to Rome.!

•  “Lino, is this the girl I met last time?  No Holy 
Father.  Lino.  Lino.  When are you going to 
get your head straight?”!

Source: Zani, L., “The Secret Life of John Paul II,” 
Saint Benedict Press, Charolette, NC, 2012. 
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A Moment Outside of Time 
“It was then that I witnessed for the first time something I will truly never 
forget … His head was bowed and he was absorbed in prayer, totally 
immobile, without even the slightest movement.  He was in a sort of trance 
– or I dare say, ecstasy … The unreal sparkle of the snow all around 
emphasized this impression.  A complete silence descended … There was 
no flapping of a wing or the call of a bird, no gentle impact of clumps of 
snow falling to ground … I know that setting well – the peaks, the glaciers.  
I have spent much of my life in places like that, and I know that the silence 
of the mountain is full of voices, sounds, animal cries, the wind itself.  At 
that moment, however, everything seemed to have stopped, truly 
everything.  As if under a spell … I saw how a normal man can cross the 
boundary and emanate sanctity.”!

Source: Zani, L., “The Secret Life of John Paul II,” Saint Benedict 
Press, Charolette, NC, 2012. 

The Conversion of a Son 
•  Lino gets a married woman pregnant.  

Chooses to keep the child.  Couldn’t face 
John Paul II if he chose abortion.!

•  Almost dies while climbing Mt. Everest when 
an ice bridge gives way.  The cross in his 
backpack and the prayers of John Paul II 
saved him.!

•  Almost killed when a car crosses the center 
line and has a head on collision: “Lino, once 
again John Paul II has saved you, I know it 
for sure” (Don Stanislao).!

•  “It seems that I have done this ‘job’ [of 
getting head on straight].”!

•  Married.  Gives bone marrow to brother.!

Source: Zani, L., “The Secret Life of John Paul II,” 
Saint Benedict Press, Charolette, NC, 2012. 

Our interactions truly have the ability to change 
the life of another person.!

We have only begun!!
Next Week!

Intellectual Formation!

Small Group Discussion 
Starter Questions!

1.  How will you live virtue in your own life so that 
your children will live virtuous lives?!

2.  When will you set aside time to “experience” 
other people – including God?!


